Unit 3 Vocabulary
Directions: Fill in the blank with the best word from the word bank.
Word Bank
conceive
donors
exhibit
participants

anticipate
condone
editorial
intercept

cohabitation
deceptive
exceptional
nontraditional

1) The radio station must seek _______________ who will agree to pay for the majority of its
funding.
2) Many vegetarians do not _______________ eating meat for moral reasons, but some just
dislike the taste.
3) We were worried that the peacefulness of the beach was _______________; would we soon be
overrun by screaming children, roaring cars, and barking dogs?
4) Though Was could pay guitar, piano, and trumpet by the time he was seven, he did not
consider himself _______________.
5) The speech given at our commencement seemed to have a(n) _______________ tone rather
than a neutral, factual one.
6) Dan was unable to _______________ of a world in which there was no hatred or disease.
7) The jeweler has chosen not to _______________ the rare diamond in his store window
because he fears it will be stolen.
8) Juan could not _______________ the pass because the ball flew over his head.
9) Because Cal did not _______________ rain, he did not bring an umbrella to school.
10) Though my brother and his fiancee wish to have a(n) _______________ wedding, my mother
thinks it should be organized according to time-honored traditions.
11) The tiny room was not designed for the _______________ of several people and their pets.
12) Many of the top students in the school were invited to be _______________ in a statewide Quiz
Bowl competition.
Directions: Choose the set of words that best completes the sentence.
13) If Marcia does not _______ her friends' cruelty towards Roger, why was she a(n) __________
in the round of teasing the other day?
a) exhibit - donor
b) anticipate - cohabitiation
c) conceive - donor
d) condone - participate
.

14) The website explained that applicants for research positions should ______ not only great
enthusiasm, but also ______ knowledge of the field.
a) conceive - editorial
b) exhibit - exceptional
c) condone - anticipate
d) anticipate - deceptive
.

15) The director ____________ of his new play as having a(n) _________ view on marriage, rather
than a strictly conventional one.
a) exhibits - exceptional
b) condones - deceptive
c) anticipates - editorial
d) conceives - nontraditional
.

16) The seemingly peaceful ________ of the Ferengi Wolf and the Speckled Antelope was
_________; they were actually predator and prey.
a) donor - exceptional
b) cohabitation - deceptive
c) participant - exceptional
d) donor - deceptive
.

17) Unless we can find a(n) ________ who will give us space to show the paintings, we
__________ postponing the festival until next fall.
a) participant - exhibit
b) donor - anticipate
c) cohabitation - conceive
d) cohabitation - intercept
.

Directions: Match the word to its definition.

18) ______ conceive

a) going against the accepted pattern or style

19) ______ deceptive

b) one who takes part in

20) ______ donor

c) to come up with ; imagine

21) ______ anticipate

d) to support ; to give approval

22) ______ exhibit

e) to show; to display

23) ______ participant

f) standing out from others

24) ______ intercept

g) one who gives something

25) ______ editorial

h) expressing opinions or bias

26) ______ nontraditional

i) living together; coexistence

27) ______ condone

j) to catch or block

28) ______ exceptional

k) to expect beforehand

29) ______ cohabitation
.

l) intending to mislead or trick
.

